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Shamed Aussie Bankers Will Be Shunned
Summary:
It is inevitable that people will find the behaviour of bankers intolerable. In a world first, upper
echelon Australian bankers will likely soon be shunned by a broad section of the community. We will
have important reforms when we have the guts to take a united stand. We must demand our
freedom, rights and privacy. We do that in part by laughing our tormentors out of their positions of
power and influence. Shunning these characters is far easier and more effective than violent
revolution. Eventually we will have our justice & freedom by developing and using an alternate
system that suits our needs - not theirs. It is that simple!
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Justice Demands The Bankers & Their Lackeys Face The People
Do you think this is harsh and unreasonable? Well think about the damage the bankers and the
system they protect has caused to every single one of us. Let’s just consider one example. A bank
engages in predatory lending and asset strips the client after the set-up plays out. The client loses
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the house maybe even goes bankrupt. While the bankers have a laugh and celebrate at a classy
restaurant - the victim will quite likely never recover.
The victim won’t travel on a first class flight or eat in a fancy restaurant. The victim would be
extremely lucky to tell their story on TV.
We haven’t even touched on the money laundering; rate rigging; insurance scams; financial planner
racket; and the Ponzi credit creation crime against humanity that forces you to work more than half
your life to enrich the money manipulators and their accomplices. And - never forget, all these
crimes can only proceed unpunished with political collusion and corruption.
Call it karma - call it revenge - call it an eye for an eye. We call it justice when the
bankers and their cronies suffer in the same way regardless how much money they have
in their bank accounts. They won’t even be able to get a plumber or babysitter to call out and
provide for their needs. What’s the point of having their Mercedes when no one will service it? These
characters need us far more than we need them. It’s pretty close to time for us to show them who
has the real power.
Once fully exposed - disgraced bankers and politicians will become unemployable ….. just
like the exposed priests and movie stars or producers who are in the news every day for
their abusive despicable behaviour.
When do you think we should start this approach? Should we wait till the next crisis ….. when people
are already losing their homes and jobs? Or should we begin when the bankers and pollies try to
sabotage the cryptocurrency blockchain? Will we really let them destroy a magnificent opportunity to
become independent of the banks? Do you understand how critical the blockchain is to your
freedom? Cryptocurrency is not held in banker owned and controlled computers. The government
and the bankers cannot access your money in any way. There is no bail-in or negative interest rate
racket to steal your money whenever it suits the elite.
BRN has ideas that will help you bring about justice and reform. We can only implement
our plans with your support. Register with us today. Kick a few bucks into the kitty each
month, spread our message and get ready.
This year we are going to help you get a proper Royal Commission. Plus we are running
the Big Bank BANG Countdown – set to go off on April 22 – CBA CEO Narev’s birthday. Will
he be able to eat out that night? Time will tell.
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Related Links: Big Bank BANG Countdown - to April 22, 2018
Donate To Bank Reform Now
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